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Sharing stories from the heart
2011 Annual Report

Mission
CentraCare Health System works to improve 
the health of every patient, every day.
Vision
CentraCare Health System will be the leader 
in Minnesota for quality, safety, service and value.
Core Values
Patient Centered
Integrity
Collaboration
Compassion
Stewardship
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Terry Pladson, MD, President
CentraCare Health System 
I love to read cards and letters from patients and their 
family members. It is heartwarming to read the words 
of thanks and to know that our dedicated, skilled physicians
and staff have made a difference in these people’s lives.
As a physician and administrator, I always have enjoyed 
interacting with patients and their families. That personal
connection is an important part of health care. 
Our patients and their families are the people who live 
in our neighborhoods and work in our communities. 
They come to us in times of crisis and in times of great joy. 
We treat them with respect. We treat them as individuals.
Our patients — and their husbands and wives, moms and dads, sons and daughters
— are human beings with real needs for information and real emotions. When
they send us “thank you” cards, their comments verify that our staff has treated
them not only with their clinical skills, but with compassion.
The complimentary cards and letters are treasures. Those that point out flaws are
valuable calls to action. They remind us to continually strive to provide the 
highest quality of care.
All types of communication from our patients and their families serve 
as reminders of our mission: CentraCare Health System works to improve 
the health of every patient, every day. 
Sincerely,
Terry Pladson, MD, MBA, FACPE
President/CEO
CentraCare Health System 
Statement of Operations
Financials
CentraCare Health System Balance Sheet
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Fiscal Year Ended
30-Jun-11
Fiscal Year Ended
30-Jun-10
30-Jun-11 30-Jun-10
Revenue $843,111,662 $792,673,672
Expenses 792,850,273 749,549,556
Operating Income (Loss) $50,261,389 $43,124,116
Operating Margin 5.96% 5.44%
Annual Capital Expenditures $83,905,566 $66,165,747
Current Assets $184,597,880 $173,198,702
Restricted Investments 460,370,868 408,446,862
Property and Equipment, net 445,714,265 397,573,607
Other Assets 28,981,644 30,527,403
Total Assets $1,119,664,657 $1,009,746,574
Current Liabilities $136,278,590 $127,106,580
Long-Term Debt 396,950,696 405,789,267
Other Liabilities 32,751,133 59,730,362
Net Assets 553,684,238 417,120,365
Total Liabilities & Net Assets $1,119,664,657 $1,009,746,574
CentraCare Health System is dedicated to improving the health
of people living and working in the communities we serve. 
To accomplish our goals, we work actively to address vital 
community health care needs. We continue to focus on 
providing the best care possible and in reinvesting into the 
community by offering services that benefit and ensure the good
health of the people of Central Minnesota. We also promote
wellness by sponsoring programs and events in local 
communities that focus on healthy eating and exercise.
Each year, numerous departments from CentraCare Health 
System participate in dozens of health fairs and health care
screenings providing information and education that promotes
good health. Many employees spend hours speaking about 
various health care topics. 
Employees like Diane Giambruno, a dietitian from the 
Central Minnesota Heart Center at St. Cloud Hospital, 
are making a difference in people’s lives.
Camp Bee Well
In spite of the cool and rainy weather, more than 350 people 
discovered the keys to wellness at the inaugural Camp Bee Well
event at St. Cloud Hospital May 14 through games, activities
and demonstrations. Those families in attendance gathered 
information about summer safety, explored an ambulance and
watched performances by the Boys & Girls Clubs of Central
Minnesota, Cathedral High School Minnesingers, Zumba 
instructor Caryn Locke and Ms. Melinda’s Dance Studio.
Women’s Health 101, a decade of inspiring women
More than 450 women enjoyed the 10th annual Women’s Health
101 April 2 at CentraCare Health Plaza. Of the women who 
attended in the past, 95 percent made changes to improve their
own health. Attendees could participate in nearly 20 free 
screenings and gain valuable health information from more than
40 booths and 15 presentations. Screening results included 187
glucose, cholesterol and HDL tests; 165 stroke assessments; 137
hearing screenings; 33 stroke/carotid artery screenings and 50
vision screenings, among others. 
Large crowd boogies down at Day of Dance 
Nearly 600 men, women and children took action for their health
at the third annual Day of Dance Feb. 24 — well surpassing last
year’s attendance of 450. Those in attendance were able to 
sample heart-healthy food, get health information and learn new
moves to a variety of dance styles, including belly dance and the
latest dance craze — Zumba. More than 100 people took 
advantage of the health screenings, including blood pressure
checks, BMI and weight measurements. 
CentraCare gives back... 
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A curious attendee tries on a surgical cap and gloves 
at Camp Bee Well. 
Diane Giambruno shares her heart-healthy knowledge
with a heart patient.
$ Values in Millions
*Losses Based on Costs
Total: $51.74 million
Cash & In-kind
Medicaid* & other public programs
Other Community Benefit
Charity Care*
Subsidized Health Services
Education/Research
$3.62 M
$3.08 M
$7.15 M
$35.15 M
$2.63 M
$0.11M
Interpreter services
CentraCare Health System provides interpreter services to many 
patients with limited English proficiency. This year, we provided 
interpreters in dozens of different languages for more than 12,500 
patient visits.
Scholarships
CentraCare Health System offers thousands of dollars in
scholarships to high school seniors who plan to pursue a health 
care career.
Internship programs
Health care career internship programs are offered 
to high school juniors and seniors who indicate 
a strong interest in the health care profession, giving them
an opportunity to experience the field firsthand. 
Free screenings
St. Benedict’s Senior Community - St. Cloud 
and St. Cloud Hospital Home Care & Hospice hosted 
their inaugural Memory Screening Day Nov. 16 to provide 
free, confidential memory screening to people concerned 
about memory loss. The event also featured booths from 
area health care providers and non-profits. About 60 
people attended the event and 30 people were screened. 
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Serving our communities
Current year calcu
lations
are based on IRS 
990
schedule H instruc
tions.
Additional Community Benefit* (in millions)
Cost in excess of Medicare payments $38.49
Other care provided without compensation $18.34
Discounts offered to uninsured patients $ 6.13
Taxes & Fees $ 1.51
Total $64.47
* not included on Schedule H
Across CentraCare Health System, 1,693 volunteers served close 
to 123,000 hours during the past year. It would take more than 
65 full-time employees to perform the work of these generous volunteers. 
Meet the ‘Egg Lady’ in Melrose
Helen Hinnenkamp from Birch Lake near
Melrose fries eggs every Tuesday morning
for residents at Pine Villa Care Center in
Melrose. “I’m known as the ‘Egg Lady’ with
the red apron,” she said. “Each egg is made
with love.”
Volunteer enjoys helping 
at St. Benedict’s Senior Community
Josh Godding, 20, helps with special events such 
as the petting zoo, baking, dances, musical entertainment 
and much more. Since mid-July 2011, Josh has worked 
as a resident care assistant and plans to continue that 
position during college breaks and summers. Attending 
the University of Minnesota - Morris for biochemistry, 
Josh plans to pursue a career in the medical field.
Volunteers
hands that serve, hearts that care
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St. Cloud Hospital 
Junior Volunteer Program turns 50 
The Junior Volunteer (Candy Striper) Program was
started by Rosalie Timmers June 13, 1961. In the
mid-’70s when boys began to join the program, the
name Candy Striper was changed to Junior Volunteer.
Currently, more than 140 Junior Volunteers, 
ages 14-18, work in various departments 
at St. Cloud Hospital.
Volunteers bring music to Long Prairie
Guitarist, Linda Kielty and pianist, Betty Etzel, 
along with members of the St. Mary of Mount
Caramel Catholic Church in Long Prairie, assist
with residents and sing at Mass every Friday at
CentraCare Health System - Long Prairie 
Nursing Home.
Vision
As we move toward achieving our vision of being the leader 
in Minnesota for quality, safety, service and value, CentraCare
Health System is expanding services to a broader geographic
region.
Lakeview Medical Clinic in Sauk Centre joined us July 1 
and became CentraCare Clinic - Sauk Centre. On July 1, 2012,
St. Michael’s Hospital and long-term care facility in Sauk
Centre will join the CentraCare family as well. We are 
committed to ensuring the availability of outstanding health
care services to residents of rural communities. Our new 
partnerships in Sauk Centre, and our long-standing clinic, 
hospital and long-term care operations in Long Prairie and
Melrose, give people easy access to family medicine 
and specialty care.
We also are enhancing patient care by extending our electronic
medical record to 15 other health care organizations in the 
region. Through this network, a physician in St. Cloud, for 
instance, can readily access critical medical information about
a patient transferred here from Wadena, Monticello or 
Alexandria. Also, physicians in those and other communities
can quickly find the patient-specific information that will help
them provide the best care possible.
Another advantage for our patients is that CentraCare and
other systems such as Allina Hospitals & Clinics, Hennepin
County Medical Center and Sanford Health, share patient
health information as needed through a network called Care
Everywhere. 
We also have been busy recruiting physicians for CentraCare
Clinic and independent groups such as Regional Diagnostic
Radiology, St. Cloud Medical Group, St. Cloud Orthopedics
and Central Minnesota Neurosciences. We are proud to have
played a role in bringing 26 physicians to the local medical
community during the past fiscal year.
Whether we are scheduling patients’ appointments, conducting
laboratory tests, performing surgery or acting in administrative
roles, all of us at CentraCare Health System are committed to
ensuring exceptional quality care.
CentraCare named Best Place to Work
For the third consecutive year, CentraCare Health System
has been recognized as the #1 Best Place to Work 
in Minnesota, in the large company category, by 
the Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal. 
CentraCare receives Gallup Great Workplace
Award
CentraCare Health System (CCHS) is a winner of the 2011 
international Gallup Great Workplace Award. CCHS 
is one of this year’s 29 award recipients because its 
employee engagement survey results revealed that it has
one of the most productive and engaged workforces in the
world. In choosing the winners, workplace experts compare
results from millions of work teams in more than 150
countries.
moving toward our
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Latest robotic system enhances surgical capabilities 
The Center for Surgical Care at St. Cloud Hospital has 
enhanced the level of care for surgical patients with the 
latest in robotic-assisted surgery — the da Vinci Si Surgical 
System. This is only the second da Vinci Si System in the
state and St. Cloud Hospital is one of only a few hospitals 
in the nation to have multiple da Vinci systems in use.
Long Prairie, Melrose provide digital mammography
Imaging Services at CentraCare Health System - Long Prairie
and Melrose upgraded to digital mammography with the 
installation of the state-of-the art system, Selenia™, which 
provides rapid and accurate images to physicians and patients. 
Hospitalist program 
celebrates 10 years
The CentraCare Clinic Hospitalist
program began in July 2001 with
six Internal Medicine physicians.
Now, just 10 years later, 
CentraCare Clinic has 24 
hospitalists — and the demand
keeps growing. From July 1, 2009
to June 30, 2010 the hospitalists
admitted 9,068 patients or roughly 48 percent of adult hospital
admissions (excluding OB, Women’s Health and Mental
Health). Hospitalists provide 24-hour coverage seven days 
a week to inpatients at St. Cloud Hospital. 
Palliative care program celebrates first year
The physician-led inpatient palliative care program 
specializes in the symptoms and stress of serious illness, 
but is different than hospice care. This past year, 410 patients 
received palliative care, greatly exceeding the goal of 200. 
Overall, palliative care offers patients support for decision 
making and comfort related to quality of life during their illness. 
St. Cloud Hospital uses body cooling on infant
St. Cloud Hospital’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) has, 
for the first time, successfully cooled an infant to prevent or 
reduce the severity of brain injury. On March 18, the NICU team
used total body cooling therapy on a newborn affected by 
hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, a condition in which an infant’s
brain is deprived of oxygen during birth. Cooling prevents or reduces
the severity of brain injury. Research shows that cooling is safe and
may improve survival without disabilities.
Neurology outreach now available in Long Prairie, Melrose 
CentraCare Health System - Melrose welcomed board-certified 
neurologist Anh Nguyen, MD, to its specialty clinic. 
Board-certified neurologist Shelly Larson-Peters, MD, sees 
patients at CentraCare Health System - Long Prairie. Both 
of these visiting specialists are from CentraCare Clinic - River 
Campus in St. Cloud. 
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St. Cloud Hospital construction continues
Approximately 200 people work on-site each day to complete
the 360,000-square-foot tower on St. Cloud Hospital’s southeast
side. The building is expected to open spring 2012. 
The $225-million project will: 
• add state-of-the art surgical suites;
• increase the number of private patient rooms; 
• create private rooms in the Neonatal Intensive 
Care Unit; and 
• replace the 25-year-old Intensive Care Unit.
The exterior of the new addition will be brick to match the 
existing structure. When the addition is complete, masons will
have laid 625,000 bricks. If these bricks were laid end 
to end, they would stretch from the hospital to downtown 
St. Paul — nearly 80 miles. 
CentraCare Health Foundation has set a fundraising goal 
of $21.7 million to support pieces of the project that wouldn’t
be possible without the generosity of the community.
CentraCare Wound Center opens
The CentraCare Wound Center, a service of St. Cloud 
Hospital, opened in November 2010 under the medical 
direction of Denise Larson, DO, and a panel of five 
physicians from the community who have undergone 
special wound care and hyperbaric medicine training. 
Since its opening, the Wound Center has conducted 
2,317 patient visits and performed 327 hyperbaric oxygen 
treatments. The average patient satisaction score for the 
Wound Center is 98 percent.
Dialysis unit in Alexandria remodels, expands
CentraCare Kidney Program - Alexandria Dialysis finished
construction of its newly remodeled and expanded kidney
dialysis unit with 13 modern and spacious dialysis stations.
New features for patients include heat and massage options
on the recliners and flat screen TVs. CentraCare collaborates
with Douglas County Hospital to serve patients in the
Alexandria region. 
Melissa Warner, LPN, provides care to a Wound Center patient
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We’re expanding 
for you !
Photo coutesy of JLG Architects
Thank you, St. Cloud Hospital, for giving
me a second chance at life.
Lynn Matuszak is one of few who have survived a ruptured 
abdominal aortic aneurysm. 
In December 2010, the Lake Shore resident awoke with terrible
chest pain. While looking for something to relieve the pain, he 
collapsed and became unresponsive. His wife, Kathy, called 911
and Lynn was taken to St. Joseph’s Hospital in Brainerd, then 
airlifted to St. Cloud Hospital.
“As I drove to St. Cloud, I watched the sun come up and 
wondered if the Lord had taken him home,” Kathy said. “I was
afraid to walk into the hospital to hear the news that they might
have for me.”
Lynn, age 66, was already in surgery by the time Kathy arrived.
Not only did Lynn have a ruptured aorta, but he’d also suffered 
a heart attack. “It was touch and go for a while,” said Michael
Butts, MD, a physician from St. Cloud Hospital’s Emergency
Trauma Center. “Most patients don’t make it through something
like this.”
Surgeons performed lifesaving surgery but because of bleeding
complications and blood clots in left his leg, Lynn underwent 
a total of three surgeries in four days. From surgery, Lynn was 
admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. “After seeing how skilled 
and knowledgeable the physicians, nurses and staff were, 
I was so confident that he was in the right place,” Kathy said. 
“I also could tell that they really cared about him — and about me.
They always were there to support me, to answer my questions
over and over again, to make sure I was comfortable by offering
me a pillow or a blanket. They truly cared about us.”
The aneurysm hindered blood flow to Lynn’s kidneys, so he
needed to undergo dialysis while hospitalized. He also worked
with physical therapists to help restore his balance and get the
strength back in his legs. 
After 23 days in the hospital, Lynn was discharged home. Instead
of traveling a long distance for dialysis, he was able to receive
treatments just down the road at the CentraCare Dialysis Unit in
Brainerd. “I will always remember the day they called to tell us he
no longer needed dialysis,” Kathy said. “It was my bithday, 
March 29th, and the best birthday present ever!”
Collaboration, communication and quick thinking were what 
impressed Lynn the most about his stay at St. Cloud Hospital.
“I’ve never seen such teamwork and a staff that was as confident
as they were during my whole hospital stay,” he said. “The nurses
were incredible. They made me feel comfortable; I especially 
appreciated their good humor. I would not have survived without
the expertise of all the staff at St. Cloud Hospital.”
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Lynn Matuszak and his wife, Kathy, enjoy time together
They are like family to me
Health care home model 
strengthens quality of care
Because of the complexity of his medical conditions, 
Mike Orth, age 58 of St. Cloud, is part of a health care home.
A health care home is not a place to live. It is a partnership 
between a patient with complex or chronic conditions, the 
patient’s family, provider, care coordinator and other health
care professionals. In a health care home, patients are more 
actively involved in their care, which improves health 
outcomes and patient safety.
The care coordinator is an important part of health care home.
Mike’s care coordinator contacts him regularly between 
appointments to see how he’s doing and assists him as needed
with scheduling other appointments. Thanks to a $1.3-million
grant from CentraCare Health Foundation, CentraCare now
has care coordinators at all primary care clinic sites.
The following CentraCare sites have been certified as health
care homes by the Minnesota Department of Health: The 
Family Medicine, Internal Medicine and Pediatrics clinics at
CentraCare Health Plaza; Internal Medicine at River Campus
in St. Cloud; as well as these family medicine sites: Heartland
(St. Cloud); Becker; Long Prairie, Melrose and St. Joseph.
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”Health care home has really changed my practice. 
It allows me to work closely with patients and families 
to plan their health care together. In addition, the care 
coordinator is an essentia l part of a health care home,”
said Marilyn Peitso, MD.
Michael Orth, center, from St. Cloud, discusses his care plan with
some of his health care home team members, Dawn Steven s, RN,
coordinator, and Brody Maack, pharmacist at Mid-Minnesota
Family Medicine Center. 
“ They are like family to me and I feel blesed in a lot 
of different ways,” Michael said.
Dr. Peitso receives national recognition 
for work with health care home concept
Marilyn Peitso, MD, board-certified pediatrician with 
CentraCare Clinic - Women & Children, won the 
national 2011 Spirit of Women Healthcare Hero award 
for her pioneering work with the health care home concept 
on a local, state and national level. The award celebrates
women who take action to make their communities healthier,
safer and more inspirational places to live.
Successful outcomes
During a trial period within the Pediatrics Clinic from 
January 2006 to July 2008, health care home patient visits 
to the emergency room were reduced from 18 to 14 percent
during the last three months of the trial. There also was a 
dramatic decrease in absenteeism from either school or work
for children and their parents from 67 percent to 14 percent.
Preventive care received by these high-needs children 
increased from 78 to 83 percent between January 2006 
and July 2008.
For more information about health care home, 
visit www.centracare.com.
Loren Viere Stacia Anderson, MD Brad HansonWendy VerkinnesJohn Schmitz, MD Mark Coborn
CentraCare Health Foundation Board of Directors - Executive Committee
Terry Pladson, MD
Mark Larkin
Christopher Shorba
CentraCare Health Foundation is grateful to the 4,406 benefactors 
who invested $11.4 million in CentraCare Health System during the
past year to improve health and health care in Central Minnesota.
Through our “Caring for Generations” capital campaign, we continue
to enhance the quality of life for everyone who lives here. Together, 
we will ensure that our families, friends and neighbors receive medical
care second to none in the Midwest for generations to come.
Sincerely,
Mark Larkin, CFRE
Executive Director
CentraCare Health Foundation
Christopher Shorba, CPA
Chair, Board of Directors
CentraCare Health Foundation
caring for generations
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CentraCare Health Foundation
Summary of Operations FY 2011
Revenue & Support (in thousands)
*Contributions, net $9,025
Investment Income, net $4,620
Special Events $1,175 
**Planned Giving Expectations $1,231
Total Revenue $16,051
Expenses (in thousands)
Grants and Programs $3,755
Special Events $408
Administrative $736 
Fund Raising/Capital Campaign $955
Total Expenses $5,854
Net Assets at the end of the year $42,547
* St. Cloud Hospital and St. Benedict’s Senior Community covered a portion of the Foundation’s 
administrative expenses. The number is reflected in the contribution line.
** Some planned gifts are revokable and may not materialize.
Foundation 2011
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Christopher Shorba
Chris Shorba, a certified public accountant and partner 
at Kern, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd., is a visionary. Because 
of his forward-reaching vision, Chris chose to support the 
capital campaign and expansion project at St. Cloud Hospital. 
“We can’t allow the status quo,” Chris said. “I am honored 
to associate myself with CentraCare and reinvest in the quality 
of St. Cloud Hospital. This community is going to continue to
grow. This expansion plans, in a smart way, for the growth we 
know is going to happen.”
Donors make a meaningful difference
From left: Scott Anderson, 
vice president of Risk Management &
Driver Services; James Anderson, 
Relationships coordinator; Rollie Anderson,
president/CEO; Brent Anderson, 
vice president of Heavy Haul & Wind 
Energy Services
“This expansion plans, 
in a smart way, for 
the growth we know 
is going to happen.” 
“With success comes a willing responsibility to make a meaningful
difference in our community and in the lives of our employees
and their families.” are the words of Rollie Anderson, president
and CEO of Anderson Family of Companies.
The Anderson Family of Companies, which includes Anderson
Trucking Service, Inc., and St. Cloud Truck Sales, Inc., made a
$1-million gift to St. Cloud Hospital in support of the CentraCare
Health Foundation’s Caring for Generations Capital Campaign.
Their gift will support the hospital’s new Intensive Care Unit,
which will bear the Anderson name.
“Our companies have been fortunate to successfully operate 
and grow over the past 56 years,” Rollie said. “The St. Cloud
community has provided an excellent environment for our 
companies to flourish. A key part of any community is the quality
of health care services available. Well over 100 of our employees
and their family members consistently seek treatment 
at St. Cloud Hospital each year.”
Anderson Family of Companies
gives back to the community
Douglas and Tanya Boser of Boser Construction, Inc., have been 
active at St. Cloud Hospital through volunteering and philanthropic
opportunities for more than a decade. They are proud to build upon
their commitment to St. Cloud Hospital and the community it serves 
by supporting the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) through the 
Caring for Generations Capital Campaign. 
“St. Cloud Hospital is a pillar in Central Minnesota and it feels great 
to be able to support the hospital’s ability to care for future generations,”
Doug said. Both of the Bosers’ children, Madeline and Olivia, were born
at St. Cloud Hospital. Olivia, now 13, arrived five weeks early. 
“Newborns are a special gift. It is amazing to be able to contribute 
to the NICU and promote healthy and vital connections of new parents
to their precious babies,” Tanya said.
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser & family
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Andy and Jodi Fritz of El-Jay Plumbing & Heating, Inc., 
are proud to be supporters of the Caring for Generations 
Capital Campaign. 
“St. Cloud Hospital is so important to our community. We all know
that our health is our wealth — and by having St. Cloud Hospital
near us, we have the best right here,” Andy said. “It’s good to know
that quality health care is available for my family, as well as for my
employees and their families.” 
Andy and Jodi chose to support the Central Minnesota 
Heart Center Family Waiting Lounge in the new addition.
“I wanted people who entered the lounge to know that we 
are here to support them,” Andy said.
Thank you!
Andy & 
Jodi Fritz 
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Giving kids the chance they deserve
gifts of 
generosit
y
Changing children’s lives is Mae Ellingson-Skalicky’s passion. Mae saw 
a need for mental health and chemical dependency services for youth in
Central Minnesota and decided to make a $1-million gift to help fund
Clara’s House. Named after Mae’s mother, Clara’s House was built in 2004
and provides a warm and caring environment for children and adolescents. 
Clara’s House is such a success that today a 9,120-square-foot addition 
is needed to reduce the patient waiting list and enhance therapeutic services.
Construction will begin this fall. “This is proof that these services are so
desperately needed in our community,” Mae said. “We need to do all we 
can to help our children recover and live happy, productive lives.”
Mae made an additional $1-million gift toward the needed expansion this
year. With her gift, CentraCare Health Foundation has raised nearly 
$1.9 million of its $2.2 million goal through private donations. The balance
will need to be raised to complete the building. 
The new space will allow children to have their own area and age-specific 
programming. It also will provide enhanced art, yoga, music and 
pet-therapy programs, which aid in identifying children’s issues and teach
them how to manage their emotions and thoughts.
Life has been good for Art and Barb Grachek of St. Cloud, who both 
retired from St. Cloud State University, so they wanted to share their
blessings with the community. “We tried to think of something that
would have long-term benefit and help provide for life-altering needs in
the community,” Art said. “And since kids have been such a big part of
our lives and behavioral health is always in need of funding, we decided
to give a gift toward the expansion of Clara’s House.” 
“We were so impressed with Clara’s House,” Barb said. “It’s such a
unique facility with a warm and caring atmosphere for children and 
adolescents to go to for help with their mental health and chemical 
dependency issues. The staff there is highly competent and very 
professional.”
“We feel honored to be a part of this cause and to give kids the chance
they deserve in life,” Art said. 
Clara’s House, 
making a difference in children’s lives
Mae Ellingson-Skalicky
Art and Barb Grachek 
Life is about giving back
Two generous estate gifts were made 
by Celestine (Cel) and Mary Lieser,
through the CentraCare Health 
Foundation. One gift was given to the
Central Minnesota Heart Center Heart
Failure Clinic, the other to St. Benedict’s
Senior Community (SBSC).
Cel and Mary lived in Sauk Rapids for
many years. Cel was an electrician for
Cold Spring Electric and later at Electric
Motors in St. Cloud. Mary worked for
many years at Sauk Rapids City Hall.
Mary died in October 2010, Cel 
in January 2011. 
“They were good people who lived 
simple lives,” said Cel’s brother, Jerome
Lieser from Paynesville. “Their generosity
reflects the kind of people they were.
They gave so others could benefit.”
Cel’s gift to the Heart Failure Clinic will
help sustain it for years to come. Grateful
for the care he received when he 
underwent a valve replacement surgery 
at the Central Minnesota Heart Center at
St. Cloud Hospital, Cel wanted to give
back to others with heart disease. 
Cel was a resident at SBSC. His gift will
support ongoing education for staff 
and new physical therapy equipment.
Computer donation provides entertainment for cancer patients
After retirement in 1981, Harold and Carole Groustra of St. Cloud spent most 
of their time traveling together. In 17 years, they visited more than 20 countries 
and many parts of the United States.  
Unfortunately, all of their traveling came to an abrupt stop in January 2008 when 
Carole started to experience pain on her right side. A scan identified a spot on her
lung and a biopsy confirmed lung, pelvic and brain cancer. Carole began 
chemotherapy at the Coborn Cancer Center. 
“During her treatment, I would tell her jokes to try to keep her spirits up,” 
Harold said, just a few months before he died on Sept. 22, 2011. “I also tried
to maintain normalcy by providing as much of her care as I could at home.” 
After 55 years of marriage, Carole passed away on Sept.16, 2010. In Carole’s 
memory, Harold donated money for laptop computers and comfortable chairs for 
the chemotherapy rooms at the Coborn Cancer Center. 
“Cancer treatment can be tiring and emotional,” Harold said. ”I hope these 
computers will give patients something to do to pass the time. After all, I can’t be
there to tell jokes to everyone.”
19
They gave so others could benef it
Celestine & Mary Lieser
Carole & Harold Groustra
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CUMULATIVE 
BENEFACTORS 
The persons, foundations 
and corporations listed
here have achieved a 
lifetime giving level of
$10,000 or more. We truly
are grateful to our 
benefactors and make
every effort to list them 
as they prefer. Please call
(320) 240-2810 to correct
any errors or discrepancies
that appear in the 
following lists. 
(Donors listed as of
July 15, 2011)
$2,500,000+ 
The Coborn Family
Benedict F. & 
Dorothy J. Gorecki
St. Cloud Hospital
$1,000,000+
Anderson Family 
of Companies - 
Anderson Trucking
Service, Inc. and 
St. Cloud Truck 
Sales, Inc.
Clearway Minnesota
Grocers On the Green
Ms. Mae Ellingson-Skalicky
Bob & Linda Feuling
St. Cloud Hospital Auxiliary
John & Mary Weitzel
$500,000+ 
Darwin Bonn
William E. Clemens
Bob & Nancy Ferche Family
The Kresge Foundation
Otto Bremer Foundation
State of Minnesota
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt
$250,000+ 
Bernick’s
Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Minnesota
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser
- Boser Construction, Inc.
Crothall Services Group
Arthur F. & 
Barbara A. Grachek
Patrick E. Lynch
John M. Mahowald, MD     
& Donna M. Kuhl
Dr. John K. & 
Joyce A. Matsuura
John & Cherie McDowall 
- McDowall Company
McGough Companies
Morgan Family Foundation
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
George & Shirley Torrey
$100,000+ 
Barb Anderson & 
Jeanette Anderson
Michael & Sharon Bauerly 
Family Fund
Bremer Bank
Central Minnesota 
Emergency Physicians
Design Electrical 
Contractors Inc.
Paul & Joanne Dorsher
Roger & Betty Duininck
Andy & Jodi Fritz - 
El-Jay Plumbing & 
Heating, Inc.
John & Nancy Frobenius
Gannett Foundation
Gold’n Plump Poultry
Harold E. Anderson Trust
Leo T. Henkemeyer
Hughes Mathews, P.A.
J.C. Christensen & 
Associates, Inc.
Sy & Corrine Janochoski 
- Sy & Sons, Inc.
Knife River/MDU 
Foundation
Al & Yvonne Kremers
Leighton Broadcasting Radio 
Stations KCLD, 
KZPK, KCML, KNSI
Cheryl Lightle & Wade Skaja
Mahowald Insurance Agency 
& Mahowald Financial 
Partners
Marco
Medica Foundation
Gordy & Michelle Meyer
Dr. Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran
Multiple Concepts 
Interiors Carpet One
Kay Pattison
Regional Diagnostic 
Radiology
Barry & Sandy Ross
Leo M. & Karen M. Sand
Tom & Joyce Schlough
Bob & Sandy Sexton
Christopher Shorba
Sprint PCS
St. Jude Medical
Tastefully Simple
The Clara Foundation
Jerome & Esther Then
U-Care
Delphine & 
John Undersander Family
University of Minnesota 
Academic Health Center
US Bank
Viking Coca-Cola
Wells Fargo Bank
Diane M. & 
John J. (†) Wojtanowicz
Wolters Kluwer 
Financial Services
Dennis & Karen Zaun
$50,000+
Gail Anderson
Array Services Group
Vonnie Bangtson
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Craig & Karen Broman
The Carlson Family & 
C & L Distributing
Carl & Barb Caspers
Child Care Choices, Inc.
John P. & 
Cindy B. Clemens
Cold Spring 
Granite Company
Courage Center
Creative Memories/
The Antioch Company
Crystal Farms
Donlar Construction 
Company
Charles & Jane Dooley
Eich Motor Co., Inc.
Donna M. Eickhoff
Lester Engel
Form A Feed Inc.
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Gray Plant Mooty
Harold D. Groustra
Judge Elizabeth Hayden &
Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
Allen & Laura Horn
Ray Hughes
James H. & Mary Lee Illies
J.P. Morgan Securities, Inc.
Karen & Jerry Jurgens
Kemps
LarsonAllen LLP
Hub Levandowski & 
Karol Moorman
The Lynn Johnson 
Family Foundation
John P. & Maryanne Mahowald
Steve & Trese Mareck
Gary & Jane Marsden
Metropolitan Mechanical 
Contractors, Inc.
Dan & Susan Miller - 
Miller Architects & 
Builders
Jim & Marion Miller
Jim Nahan
Robert & 
Marilyn Obermiller
Pan-O-Gold Baking Co.
PCL Construction 
Services, Inc.
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Rinke-Noonan Law Firm
Mike & Elizabeth Roth
Russ Davis Wholesale
Michael & Patricia Sipe
Sisters of the Order 
of Saint Benedict
St. Cloud Lions Club
St. Cloud Truck Sales, Inc.
Stearns Benton 
Medical Society
Don & Angeline Hall Family
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Dr. Wesley J. & 
Jean A. Streed
Supervalu Inc.
Kathy & Tom Terhaar
Then Family 
Charitable Foundation
Tony & Joyce Tillemans
Traumen Glasberg 
Design Studios
Gary & Wendy Verkinnes
Don & Sylvia Weeres
Bob & Penny White
Daniel & Judy Whitlock
$25,000+
Jack & Janie Amundson
Anheuser Busch
Appert’s Foodservice
Audio Video Extremes LLC
David & Jean Bauerly Family
Jerry & Elaine Bauerly
Don & Pat Bitzan
Boston Scientific Foundation
Tom & Andrea Brasel
Charles D. Nielsen & 
Peggy L. Carlson
Center For Diagnostic Imaging
Linda & Joe Chmielewski
Cold Spring Electric 
Services, Inc.
Continental Press, Inc.
Courrier Investments LLC
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Cragle
D.J. Bitzan Jewelers
Jim & Jan Davis
DCI, Inc.
DeZurik
Mark & Karla Donlin
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia A. Ellis
Dr. Frederic J. & Lynn Engman
Epic Systems
Dr. Jason M. & Debra Erickson
Fifth District Eagles
Jacquelyn Haehn
Lee & Jan Hanson
Drs. Ronald D. & 
Michelle Hanson
Dr. Richard W. & 
Patricia Hart
HealthPartners Central 
Minnesota Clinics
Joe & Amy Hellie
Henkemeyer Painting, Inc.
Joan Hicks
Andy & Carol Hilger
Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
Dennis & Tammy Holland
Dr. Mark D. Holm & 
Susie Osaki Holm
Ken & Beth Honkomp
Nicholas & Terese Houle
Dr. Scot & Gretchen Hutton
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies
J & B Group
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Marion D. Jagielski
Mary Lou Jameson
Jennie-O Turkey Store, Inc.
Drs. Richard & 
Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Kiwanis Club of St. Cloud
The Klick Foundation
Sue & Greg Klugherz
Linus J. & Marina A. 
Koopmeiners
Laerdal Foundation
Lakeland Construction 
Finance, LLC
Lamar Outdoor Advertising
Mark & Judi Larkin
Jim & Mary Jane Lauerman -
American Family Insurance
Leonard, Street and Deinard
Dr. Douglas R. & 
Taimi T. Liepert
Jim & Vicki Lundeen
Macy’s
Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Norie Mahowald
Mardag Foundation
Edward “Chip” Martin &
William Chaffee
Mathew Hall Lumber Company
Scott & Mary Kay May
Drs. Eric T. & 
Lynn M. McFarling
Medtronic
The Medtronic Foundation
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy &
Thomas P. Melloy
Midsota Plastic & 
Reconstructive 
Surgeons, PA
Midwest Arrhythmia 
Research Fund
Mark & Jan Murphy
Dr. Benjamin & Kari Nemeth
Dr. Robert B. & 
Marianne Nemeth
Perkins & Will
Kris Peterson &  Sue Haller
Mary & David Phipps
Pleasureland RV Center, Inc.
Durand J. & 
Mary Sue Potter
Prairie Farm Company
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
RBC Wealth Management
Dr. John R. & 
Kathryn A. Reisinger
Robert & Rita Rengel
Rice Building Systems, Inc.
Dr. David J. &
Susan M. Roberts
Scheels All Sports
Claude C. & 
Mary A. Schneider
John Seckinger
SEI
Slumberland Furniture 
of St. Cloud
Dr. Stephen (†) & 
Mary Sommers
Don & Sylvia Weeres - 
Spee Dee Delivery 
Service, Inc.
St. Cloud Hospital School
of Nursing Alumni 
Association
Scott & Shelly Streed
Todd & Heidi Streed
Louise E. Theisen
Thermo-Tech Windows
David & Janet Tilstra
Lee & Mary Torborg
Mark J. Traut
Dr. Theodore & Andrea Truitt
Joan B. Volkmuth
W. Gohman Construction Co.
Walgreens/Option Care
Donald R. & Jan D. Watkins
Brad & Kathy Wheelock
Alice M. Wick
Brownie & 
Michelle Williams
Williams Dingmann 
Funeral Homes
Dr. Harold E. & 
Shirley Windschitl
Winkelman Building 
Corporation
Xcel Energy
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
$10,000+
Acosta
Adult & Pediatric Urology
Advantage Sales
Dr. Oluade A. &
Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Hani Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
American Cancer Society
Dick Anderson
Drs. Stacia Anderson &
Matthew R. Hwang
Drs. Robert Ang & Belen Dy
John & Kay Delinsky & 
Apollo Insurance Agency
Arctic Glacier
Larry L. Asplin
AstraZeneca
Drs. Angelina Ausban & 
Kevin Smith
Dr. Richard & Michaela Backes
BankVista
Barrel O’ Fun
Roberta D. & 
Kevin Basol
Patrick C. Bauer & 
Gloria A. Flavin Bauer
Brian & Marge Bauerly
Bauerly Companies
Mark & Anita Bauerly
Penny L. & 
Dennis L. Beattie
Gary & Kay Bechtold
Dorothy Becker
Mary Bell
Michael S. & Gerry Beltinck
Dean R. & Lori J. Bernick
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Drs. Steven H. & 
Barbara J. Bollinger
Bonnie & Stephen Bologna
David & Sharon Borgert
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Bor-Son Construction, Inc.
Phil & Kris Boyle
Brandl Motors
Bremer Financial Services Inc.
Dr. Bryan J. & 
Kirsten H. Brindley
Dr. Frank & Alice Brown
Mary Buhl
Barbara & David Burandt
Laura Burns
Bush Foundation
BWW Sales, Inc.
Mary Bye
Roger & Sue Cada
Cameron’s Gourmet 
Coffee
Greg & Heidi Campbell
Dr. Dennis & 
Jeanne Carreras
Carson Pirie Scott 
Foundation
Central Minnesota 
Noon Optimist Club
Certified Hereford Beef
College of Saint 
Benedict
Dr. Thomas H. & 
Paulette M. Como
Adeline L. Conlon (†)
Dee Coppock
Dr. Thomas L. & 
Mary M. Cress
Crow Wing 
Public Health
Patty Cumming
Craig & Lynn Dahl
Eileen Dauer, MD
Dayton Foundation
Del Monte Foods
Diane J. Deters
Linda Doerr
Colleen L. Donlin
Donlin Company
Larry & Rita Donlin
Dr. & Mrs. Michael J. Dorle
Jyeton Drayna
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan
Edy’s Grand Ice Cream
Deb Eisenstadt
Dr. Rene Eldidy
Dr. Hans H. & 
Sharon L. Engman
Wayne R. & 
Linda J. Engstrand
Events Extraordinaire 
By Jean Inc.
Rose Ann Faber
Gail M. & John Falconer
Farmers & Merchants 
State Bank, 
Sauk Rapids/Pierz
Jason & Jennifer Ferche
Mike & Kendra Flanagan
Jim Forsting
Frito Lay
Dr. John H. & 
Jeanne M. Geiser
General Mills Foundation
Drs. Jeffrey S. & Terri T. Gerdes
Christy Gilleland - 
Gilleland Chevrolet-Cadillac
Gray Plant Mooty Foundation
Great River Federal 
Credit Union
Dolores Grundman
The Family of Olive Haggerty
James & Pauline Hall
Hammel, Green and 
Abrahamson, Inc.
Dr. Albert S. & 
Janice Hammond
Paul N. & Michele Hanson
Drs. Chad A. & Sheri Haroldson
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Mark Hauge
Donald Helgeson & 
Sue Shepard
G.R. Herberger’s, Inc.
Dr. James S. & 
Evelyn Hernandez
Carol & Andrew W. Hilger
Dr. Kathleen Hobday
Holiday Companies
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Brenda & Matt Hulst
Imagine Nation Books, LTD
Ingram Entertainment Inc.
Initiative Foundation
John Morrell & Co.
Dr. Craig M. & 
LuAnne Johnson
Cynthia L. Johnson
Bob & Judy Johnson
Jim & Sandy Johnson
Donald & Angelica Jurgens
Justin V. Pearson 
Memorial Fund
Edna M. Kamer
Jean C. Kane
Terry & Barbara Kantor
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel & 
Theodor Frenkel
Michael & Joni Karl
Dale Kaufman
Drs. Mary & Jerry Keating
Rob & Joanne Keck
June Kelly
Kern DeWenter Viere, Ltd.
Ronald L. Kershner
Jim & Janet Knoblach
Larry & Brenda Knutson
Kopp Family Foundation
Kopp Investment Advisors
Todd & Laura Kor
Naomi Kowalik
Kraft Foods
Mark Krebsbach
Dr. David A. & Susan Kroska
Miles & Rebecca Kulzer
William J. & 
Phyllis M. Lacroix
Jerry & Bev Timmers Lahr
Henri & Pat Lanctin
Peggy Lange
David Larson
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Marie Laudon
Dr. Elaina Lee
Yvonne L. Leedahl
John & Arlene Leisen
Dr. Thomas W. & 
Deanne Leither
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Lepinski
Steven Letnes
Aaron & Jill Levin
Mary & Michael Leyk
Jim & Chris Mahowald
Samuel G. & 
JoAnn M. Mairs
Marigold Foods Inc.
Nancy & Erich Martens
Dr. Creston M. & 
Bonnie Martin
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
Mike Mavetz & 
Mary Beth Schmitt
Melrose Lions Club
Merck & Co., Inc.
Merrill Corporation
Roy J. & Ruth Meyer
Mid Central Door Co.
Mid-America Coffee Service/
Ronnoco Coffee
Myrel A. Nemann - 
Midwest Vision Centers
Robert & Debra Miller
MillerCoors
Dr. Simon & Renee Milstein
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath & 
Sylvia Sundberg
Andre’ Mitchell
Rosie & Roger Moran
Morrison Healthcare 
Food Services
Mr. Dee’s Inc.
AmyAnn & Peter Mursu
Tracy E. Napp, MD
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans
Peter & Laurie Nelson
Joe & Veronica Nessler
Bruce & Carolyn Neubauer
Hoang Nguyen, MD & 
Regional Diagnostic 
Radiology
Northwestern Mutual
O’Hara’s Brew Pub & 
Restaurant
Old Dutch Foods Inc.
Overhead Door 
of St. Cloud, Inc.
Judith M. Ozbun
Kathy & Jim Parsons
Dr. Troy A. & Sandra Payne
Keith Ulrick & 
Bernie Perryman
Drs. Jane & Theodore Peterson
Brett & Jon Pinkerton
Patrick & Joy Plamann
Plaza Park Bank
LeRoy Poganski
Amy Porwoll
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Prestige Parking & Valet
Quinlivan & Hughes, P.A.
John D. & Shannon J. Quinlivan
Stephanie Randolph
Dr. Jodi Regan & Dean Moritz
Bret Reuter
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. William & Millie Rice
Aleen Roehl
Barbara Rogan
Kenneth W. &
Michele A. Rosha
Deacon Jerome Roth
Vickie & Al Ruegemer
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp
Saint Paul City Ballet
Vern Salzl
Juli Sanner
Thomas J. Satre
Barb Scheiber
Jane Scherber
Armella Schimnich
James & Joan Schlenner - 
Schlenner, Wenner & Co.
Judith C. Schmid
Amy & John Schmitz
John & Jan Schnettler
Dr. Thomas G. & 
Myra Lee Schrup
Dr. Timothy N. &
Amy Schuchard
St. Cloud Westside 
Sertoma Club
Jerry Setten
Joseph C. & 
Kathleen A. Sexton
Father Ambrose Siebenand
Tereasa Simonson, MD -
Regional Diagnostic 
Radiology
SJA Architects
Joel & Jennifer Spalding
Drs. Kim & Chad Spaulding
Kevin & Anita Spellacy
Steve Sperl
St. Cloud Country Club
St. Cloud Ear Nose & 
Throat - Head & 
Neck Clinic, PA
St. Cloud Medical Group
St. Cloud Medical 
Mission Fund
The St. Cloud Morning 
Optimist Club
St. Cloud Orthopedic 
Associates, Ltd.
St. Cloud Sertoma Club
St. Cloud Surgical Center
St. Cloud Technical College
State Farm Insurance
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Paul W. Steil & 
Elizabeth Wenner Steil
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Mary A. Stiles
Helen R. & M. Thomas Stoen
Strack Companies
Terry & Dr. Janelle K. Strom
Mary Struffert
Debra & Donald Stueve
Dr. Pradub & Rampai Sukhum
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik
Sunray Printing Solutions, Inc.
Mary Super
Supervalu Foundation
Daniel Swenson
Take Heart America Sudden
Cardiac Arrest Survival 
Initiative
TDS
Dr. John Teskey & 
Kathleen Mahon
The Catholic Foundation - 
Diocese of St. Cloud
The Change Companies
The Coca-Cola 
Bottlers’ Foundation
The Smile Train
Kelly Thomton
Bob & Joann Thueringer
Dr. Daniel J. & Julie S. Tiede
Traut Wells
Trudeau Distributing
Amy Trutwin
Vern & Marlene Tschida
Unilever
Urban Associates, Inc.
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp & 
Roberta M. Knutson
Kay & Philip Vander Stoep
Amy & Roderick Vansurksum
Vascular Solutions
Verso Paper
Veterans of Foreign Wars East 
Side Post 4847
Loren M. & Debra J. Viere
Steve M. Vincent, Ph.D.
Jane Vortherms
Shar & Jerry Wallack
Patrick & Gwen Wampach
Shirley Ann Wampach
Dr. Dove D. & 
Tracey L. Watkin
Hugo B. & 
Rita M. Weyrens
Margaret & Michael White
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
Tom & Cathy Williams
Greg & Beth Windfeldt
Dr. Thomas L. & 
Judith A. Wyne
Edward J. Zapp
Todd & Kyoko Zaun
Daryl L. & Bonnie G. Zimmer
Sonja Zitur
Zonta Club of St. Cloud
Deceased (†)
BEACON SOCIETY 
The following benefactors
have named St. Cloud 
Hospital programs and
services, St. Benedict’s 
Senior Community 
or CentraCare Health 
Foundation as a partial 
beneficiary of their estates.
(Donors listed as of
July 15, 2011)
Hani Alkhatib
Larry L. Asplin                                                                                           
Ernest J. & Eileen A. Bergeron                                                                  
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Charles D. Nielsen &
Peggy L. Carlson      
Dan & Mabel Coborn                                                                                 
Adeline L. Conlon                                                                                      
Colleen L. & Gerry (†) Donlin 
Lester Engel                                                                                               
Dr. Hans H. & 
Sharon L. Engman                         
Wayne R. & Linda J. Engstrand
Eugene & Jan Faulhaber                   
John & Nancy Frobenius                   
Benedict F. & 
Dorothy J. Gorecki                        
Arthur F. & 
Barbara A. Grachek                       
Brad & Lisa Hanson
Ross Hall & Tanya Vossberg 
Jack & Geri Happe
Judge Elizabeth Hayden & 
Judge Charles Flinn, Jr. 
Marie R. Hennen (†)
Joan Hicks
Marion D. Jagielski                           
Drs. Richard & 
Merryn R. Jolkovsky                     
Jean C. Kane
Naomi Kowalik                                 
Tom & Helen Krebsbach                   
Al & Yvonne Kremers                       
Steven Letnes                                    
Dr. Douglas R. & 
Taimi T. Liepert
Reverend Eugene & 
Kitti Lindusky
Elaine & 
Lloyd (†) Luckman                       
Charlene M. Maehren                       
Norie Mahowald                               
Diane Marcotte                                  
Gary & Jane Marsden                       
Scott & Mary Kay May  
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy &
Thomas P. Melloy                         
Math & Katie Mimbach                    
Dr. Chris K. & 
Denise Moellentine                       
Rosie & Roger Moran                       
Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles &
William Nickles                             
Judith M. Ozbun                                
Kay Pattison                                      
Greg & Ellen Pelletier                       
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson               
Daniel Purcell                                    
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth               
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Richard B. Ruhoff   
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp 
Marilyn A. Savage
Tom & Joyce Schlough
Jacqueline M. Schuh 
in mem ory of 
Joan M. Schuh                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Marjorie Schwartz                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Christopher Shorba                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Bob & Sandy Sexton                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Father Ambrose Siebenand                                                                                                                                                                                           
Michael & Patricia Sipe                                                                                                                                                                                                
Judge John A. Spellacy                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Todd & Cindy Steinke                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. Streed                                                                                                                                                                                     
M.J. & Richard Swanson                                                                                                                                                                                              
Louise E. Theisen                                                                                                                                                                                                          
George B. & Shirley J. Torrey                                                                                                                                                                                      
Arlene Truszinski                                                                                                                                                                                                          
John & Mary Weitzel
Hugo B. & Rita M. Weyrens
Deceased (†) 
NAMED FUNDS
These endowment funds
have been created by 
individuals to carry on
their family name or to
honor someone special 
to them. The principle 
of these gifts is invested
and the interest is used 
to support the area 
designated by the 
benefactor. 
(Donors listed as of
July 15, 2011)
Al & Yvonne 
Kremers Fund
Al Kremers Fund 
for Behavioral Health
Alcuin & Dorine Illies Fund
Almeda Ella Pollish Fund
Anna & Gracie Fund
Arthur F. & Barbara A. 
Grachek Fund
Aunt Leona Fund
Bernie Belling Recovery Fund
Bill & Jean Kane Fund
Boser Family Fund
Broker Family Fund
Carl & Marilyn Savage Fund
Celestine & 
Mary Lieser Fund
Clara’s Fund
Craig & Lynn Dahl Fund
Darwin & Rose Mary 
Bonn Fund
Dr. Fred & Lynn
Engman Fund
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens
Cancer Survivorship Fund
Dr. Hans Engman
Diabetes Fund
Dr. Harold E. Windschitl
Cancer Research
Dr. Nicholas &
Bernice Reuter Fund
Dr. Philip Halenbeck
Education
Dr. Richard & 
Patricia Hart Fund
Dr. Robert Cumming 
Family Practice
Elizabeth Hayden & 
Charles Flinn, Jr. Fund
Fabian & Donna Eickhoff
Family Fund
Fred & Del Sexton Fund
Fred M. Riegger Fund
Gene & Sheelah
Windfeldt Fund
George J. McDowall 
Memorial Fund
Greater MN Fight 
for a Cure Fund
Hank & Dee 
Coppock Fund
Harold & Carole Groustra
Cancer Fund
Helen Liljedahl Fund
Herman Hollar Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Hind Site Fund
Irene Walsh Fund
Jagielski Family Fund
Jake & Mary Essen 
Alzheimer’s 
Education Fund
James & Helen Nahan 
Family Fund
Jean Kershner 
Lung Cancer Fund
John & Delphine 
Undersander Fund
John & Nancy Frobenius
Breast Cancer Fund
Joseph J. & Susan M. Kuhl
Heart Center Fund
Karla & Mark Donlin Fund
Kay Pattison Fund
Kidney Klimb Fund
Knevel Family Fund
Kristine Cunningham Rose 
Memorial Fund
Lee & Mary Torborg 
Spiritual Care Fund
Leonard &
Catherine Horn Fund
Liepert Family Fund
Lillian’s Garden Fund
Louise E. Theisen Fund
Madigan/Mosford 
Family Fund
Marco Health Fund
Mark D. Holm & 
Susie Osaki Holm 
Research Fund
McDowall Company, 
John & Cherie 
McDowall Fund
Michael & 
Bobbi Dorle Fund
Mike & Joni Karl 
Family Fund
Nemeth Family Fund
Nicolas & Terese Houle Fund
Partners in the Art 
of Recovery Fund
Pat Opatz Cancer Research
Paul & Joanne Dorsher Fund
Paul T. & Nancy E. 
Moran Fund
Quinlivan & Hughes Fund
Richard & Merryn R. 
Jolkovsky Fund
Robert & Nancy Ferche 
Family Fund
Robert Mahowald Sr. Fund
Rosalie Timmers Junior 
Volunteer Scholarship
Rose Mary Bonn 
Garden Fund
Sallie Engel Trauma 
Survivor’s Education Fund
Sam Ellis Fund
St. Cloud Hospital School of 
Nursing Alumni Scholarship
Sev & Ruth Koop Fund
Streed Family Cleft & 
Craniofacial Fund
Sue & Terry Pladson Fund
Sy & Corrine Janochoski
Donor Advised
Wayne & Hazel Bonn 
Memorial Fund
Weitzel Family Fund
William J. Held
Memorial Scholarship
Wojtanowicz Family Fund
Yvonne Obermiller 
Kremers Nursing
Scholarship
CADUCEUS SOCIETY 
The Caduceus Society 
is a philanthropic guild 
of CentraCare Health 
Foundation. It is open 
to practicing and retired 
Medical Staff who make 
a commitment of $10,000 
or more to support the 
Foundation’s mission 
of improving health 
and health care.
(Donors listed as of
July 15, 2011)
Dr. Oluade A. & 
Adeyoola A. Ajayi                                 
Dr. Hani S. & 
Majedah Alkhatib                                  
Drs. Stacia Anderson & 
Matthew Hwang                                    
Drs. Robert Ang & 
Belen Dy                                               
Drs. Kevin Smith & 
Angelina Ausban                                   
Dr. Richard & 
Michaela Backes                                   
Dr. Joseph M. & 
Patty Blonski                                         
Drs. Steven H. & 
Barbara J. Bollinger
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Dr. Stephen M. & 
Bonnie Bologna                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Dr. Jon C. & 
Barb Bowar                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Dr. Philip F. & 
Kristine Boyle                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dr. Bryan J. & 
Kirsten H. Brindley                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Dr. Frank & Alice Brown                                                                                                                                                                                             
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras                                                                                                                                                                                      
Dr. Thomas H. & 
Paulette M. Como                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Dr. Stephen P. & Beth Cragle                                                                                                                                                                                       
Dr. Thomas L. & 
Mary M. Cress             
Dr. Robert (†) & 
Patricia Cumming                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Dr. Eileen Dauer                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dr. Michael J. & 
Roberta L. Dorle                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne Dorsher                                                                                                                                                                                       
Dr. Rene & Milady Eldidy                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dr. Walter N. & 
Trecia Ann Ellis                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Dr. Frederic J. & 
Lynn Engman                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dr. Hans H. & 
Sharon L. Engman                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Dr. Jason M. & 
Debra Erickson                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Dr. Michael C. & 
Kendra Flanagan                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Dr. John H. & 
Jeanne M. Geiser                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Drs. Jeffrey S. & 
Terri T. Gerdes                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Dr. Albert S. & 
Janice Hammond                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Drs. Ronald D. &
Michelle Hanson                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Drs. Chad A. & 
Sheri Haroldson                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Dr. Richard W. & 
Patricia Hart                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Dr. Mark D. & 
Joanne C. Hauge                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Drs. H. Thomas (†) & 
Kathleen Hobday                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Dr. Mark D. & 
Susan Osaki Holm                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn 
Drs. Weining Hu & 
Yi Zheng                                                                                                                                                           
Dr. Scot W. & Gretchen Hutton                                                                                                                            
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey Jaeger
Dr. Craig M. & 
LuAnne Johnson                                                                                                                                               
Drs. Richard & 
Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens                                                                                                                             
Dr. Donald J. & 
Angelica Jurgens
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel
& Theodor Frenkel                                                                                                                                           
Drs. Jerome P. & 
Mary U. Keating                                                                                                                                               
Dr. Robert J. & Joanne Keck
Dr. James (†) & June Kelly                                                                                                                                  
Dr. Todd M. & Laura Kor                                                                                                                                     
Dr. David A. & Susan Kroska
Dr. Henri P. &
Patricia Lanctin  
Dr. Lanse C. & Livia Lang                                                                                                                                   
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Dr. Elaina Lee                                                                                                                                                       
Dr. Thomas W. & 
Deanne Leither                                                                                                                                                 
Dr. Douglas R. &
Taimi T. Liepert                                                                                                                                                
Dr. James W. &
Vicki Lundeen                                                                                                                                                   
Dr. Todd D. & 
Sarah Magnuson                                                                                                                                               
Dr. John Mahowald 
& Donna Kuhl                                                                                                                                                  
Dr. Creston M. &
Bonnie Martin                                                                                                                                                   
Dr. Edward “Chip” Martin 
& William Chaffee                                                                                                                                            
Dr. Mark J. &
Lisa B. Martone                                                                                                                                                
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura                                                                                                                                  
Drs. Eric T. & 
Lynn M. McFarling
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy 
& Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. Simon & 
Renee Milstein
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath & 
Sylvia R. Sundberg
Dr. Andre’ L. Mitchell
Dr. Chris K. & 
Denise Moellentine
Dr. Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran                                                                     
Dr. Tracy E. Napp                                                                                         
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans                                                                        
Dr. Peter E. & Laurie Nelson
Dr. Joseph P. & 
Veronica Nessler
Drs. Hoang Nguyen &
Nhan Quyen
Dr. Troy & Sandra Payne                                                                              
Drs. Theodore A. &
Jane M. Peterson
Dr. Brett A. &
Jonathan Pinkerton                                                                                   
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Dr. Jodi K. Regan & 
Dean Moritz
Dr. John R. &
Kathryn A. Reisinger                                                                                
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter                                                                     
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. William & Millie Rice
Dr. David J. &
Susan M. Roberts
Dr. Thomas J. & 
Cheryl J.K. Satre                                                                                       
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Dr. Thomas G. &
Myra Lee Schrup
Dr. Timothy N. &
Amy Schuchard
Dr. Tereasa &
Eric Simonson                                                                                           
Dr. David & Jill Smith                                                                                  
Dr. Stephen (†) & 
Mary Sommers
Dr. Joel P. &
Jenny Spalding
Drs. Kimberly W. &
Chad Spaulding                                                                                         
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Dr. Mary A. Stiles                                                                                         
Dr. Wesley J. &
Jean A. Streed                                                                                           
Dr. Janelle K. & 
Terry D. Strom
Dr. Pradub &
Rampai Sukhum                                                                                       
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik                                                                             
Dr. John Teskey & 
Kathleen Mahon                                                                                       
Dr. Daniel J. & Julie S. Tiede               
Dr. David J. & Janet S. Tilstra
Dr. Theodore O. &
Andrea B. Truitt
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp & 
Roberta M. Knutson
Dr. Philip H. & 
Kay Vander Stoep
Dr. Roderick D. & 
Amy Vansurksum
Dr. Dove D. &
Tracey L. Watkin
Dr. Daniel J. &
Judy A. Whitlock
Dr. Darin D. &
Katy Willardsen                                
Dr. Harold E. &
Shirley Windschitl
Dr. Thomas L. &
Judith A. Wyne
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Deceased (†)
EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGN
These CentraCare Health
System employees
participated in the 2011
Employee Campaign, and
are listed alphabetically
by giving level.
(Donors listed as of
July 15, 2011)
90-Minute LEADERS
Employees committed
to 90-minutes per
pay period
Tom & Sally Allen
Larry L. Asplin
Roberta Basol
Charity Beattie
Penny L. & Dennis L. Beattie
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Carla Biniek
Ryan & Julia Bjerke
Sharon Blaskowski
David & Sharon Borgert
Tom & Andrea Brasel
Craig & Karen Broman
Laura Burns
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Greg & Heidi Campbell
Jennifer Capretz
Marlene Deboer
Karla & Mark Donlin
Lisa M. Dorsch
Norma Doty
Mary E. Dwyer
Deb Eisenstadt
Debora S. Galvez
Donna Gasperlin
Judy Gilsdorf-Gracie
Dawn Graves
Doug & Kay Greenlee
Marty Halvorson
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Joe & Amy Hellie
Ken & Beth Honkomp
Allen & Laura Horn
Clayton & 
Christine Jacobson
Jim Jaster
Bob & Judy Johnson
Cynthia L. Johnson
Terry & Barb Kantor
Susan Kerfeld
Peggy J. King
Sue & Greg Klugherz
Luan Knoll
Jordan Kuiper
Aaron & Lisa Lahr Family
Miriam Lalum
Jeremy & Stephanie Lang
Mark & Judi Larkin
David Larson
Cathy Lensing
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Lepinski
Mary & Michael Leyk
Micki Lovelace
Jim & Chris Mahowald
Diane L. Marcotte
Darla & Brian Mergen
Douglas Mick
Abby Miller
Robert & Debra Miller
Gwen Muehring
Mark & Jan Murphy
Jill Oechsle
Marlene V. Olson
Kathy & Jim Parsons
Kris Peterson & Sue Haller
Mary & David Phipps
Dr. Terry & Sue Pladson
Patrick & Joy Plamann
Melanie & Tom Rau
Aleen Roehl
Jodi Rohe
Vickie & Al Ruegemer
Juli Sanner
John & Jan Schnettler
Mary Scott
Ken & Marcia Shane
Steve & Jean Sperl
Alan & Barb Stang
Todd & Cindy Steinke
Melissa R. Stevens
Dan & Amy Stolt
Sam & Allison Stone
Debra & Donald Stueve
Daniel Swenson
Toni Tebben
Gregory Telste
Melissa & Joel Torborg
Molly Voigt
Chris Walker
Shar & Jerry Wallack
Lana Weber
Sonja Zitur
1 Anonymous Leader
60-Minute STEWARDS
Employees committed to 
60-minutes per pay period
Anisa Abdille
Linda Abel
Amy D. Allen
Kimberly Asmus
Bette Bakke
Lisa Baron
Mary Bell
Michael Borell
Sue Brixius
Julie Butkowski
Sheila Campbell
Cynthia Christianson
Carolynn Clement
Joni Costello
Jim & Jan Davis
Ben Dehn
Diane J. Deters
Sarah Dineen-Munsterman
April J. Doten
Shannon Durkee
Joseph Ellerbusch
Laura Erickson
Gail Falconer
Alice & Steve Frechette
Gary Goerger
Genell Goerger
Rachel Haaland
Steven & Aurelia Harlow
Randy Harren
Bonnie Hickey
Kacey L. Hiltner
Mary Janski
Christine J. Johnson
Jim & Sandy Johnson
Angela Jordahl
Sue Josewski
Susan Justison, RN
Audrey & 
David Kamphenkel
Dan & Mary Karls
Lisa M. Kellner
Sharon Kemper
Tracy Ketzeback
Karen Kinsley
Leigh D. Klaverkamp
Larry & Brenda Knutson
Amy Kramer
Miles & Rebecca Kulzer
Peggy Lange
Patricia Lanz
Ann Latterell
Yvonne L. Leedahl
Sherry Lehnen
Tracey & Craig Lindberg
Phil & Holly Luitjens
The Malones
Eileen Maus, RN
Tanya Medcalf
Pat & Mark Mohr
Kathryn Morin
David Evans & 
Geralyn Nathe-Evans
Connie Ness
Kathryn Nichols
Kate Nienaber
Ida Oksa
Troy & Gail Olson
Tammy Parker
D. Pelant, RN
Amy Porwoll
Darin Prescott
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
Jen Rehm
Rachael Rein
Trish & Jason Roehrl
Barb Scheiber
Jane Scherber
Kathi Schmidt
Kathy Sellnow
Edna Skarset
Ann Marie Spanier
Eileen Steffes
Mary A. Struffert
Mary & Donald Super
Sandi Theisen
Joleen & John Thell
Kelly Thomton
Cassie Tinius
Amy Trutwin
Marc & 
Heather Vaillancourt
Linda Vanvalkenburg
Diane Vogel
Andrea Voigt
Jane Vortherms
Colleen Walquist
Linda C. Walz
Marilyn & Dave Weber
Susan Weisbrich
“The money earned in one hour
of my time is so little to give but
makes such a huge difference.
There is so much opportunity
to help others in need in our
own back yard.” 
Carolynn Clement, RN
St. Cloud Hospital
“I increased my contribution to
90 minutes a pay period because
of my niece who was a patient at
Clara’s House. If it weren’t for
Clara’s House, she wouldn’t be
where she is today.”
Norma Doty,
St. Cloud Hospital
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Shannon Wenning
Melissa A. Winans
Karen M. Witzman
Judy Woods
Penny Zimny
Debra Zinken
15 Anonymous Stewards
30-Minute PATRONS
Employees committed to 
30-minutes per pay period
Gail Aalderks
Mary Ahles
Clare Anderson
Dean Anderson
Michelle Anderson
Ron Anderson
Steven Anderson
Chris Anstett
Jolene Archer
Armstrong
Pastor Ray Arveson
Eric Baird
Sue Baker
Tina Bauer
Julie Baum
Alicia K. Bauman
Carol Belling
Dan & Dorothy Bender
Marcia Bennett
Lori Berg-Pritchett
Sarah Bergsnev
Pam Bertram
Rona Bleess
Donna Bloch
Monique Bork
Julia A. Bourne
Rhonda Bowser
Jeannie Boyle
Karen Brennhofer
Joanne Brezinka
Wanda & Brian Buck
Gail Buermann
Julie Bunkowski
Adam S. Burling
Diane Buschena-Brenna
Nancy & Craig Campbell
Janna L. Cannon
Kathy & Frank Carriar
Barbara Carver
Lillian Chenoweth
Jody Christen
Patricia Christiansen
Carol D. Clement
Paulette M. Como
Karen Cooper
Katy Coppicus
Donna L. Corrigan
Mary G. Croat
Nancy K. Czech
Alison & Joel Dahlin
Tim & Lisa Dalton
Mary Kay Demarais
Kimberly DeYoung
Linda Doerr
Nicole Dolney
Janel Dorn
Karen Dougherty
Julia Draxten
Judith A. Dupre’
Lee Dusek
Dennis & Vera Ebensteiner
Angela Ebnet
Jennifer Ellering
Susana Encisco Calvet
Kristi Enerson
Summer Erdmann, PT
Dianna Esplan
Sharon M. Evens
Amanda Fedor
Tom & Gina Feldhege
Mary Filzen
Michele L. Fischer
Jason & Karla Fleming 
& family
Jim Forsting
Melissa Fradette
Diane & Dale Gabrielson
Thomas Gapinski
Ron & Melanie Gedde
Katie & Brian Gefre
Kathy Geislinger
Keith Gerding
Kerry & Shannon Getty
Dawn Gibson
Tanya Glenz
Mickie Gocken
Jenine Graham
Sandy Greene
Kathryn Gruwell
James Gulbranson, Jr.
Jim & Jo Gwost
Eileen & John Haas
Jennifer Hager
Sandy Haggerty
Amy Haines
Deb Hall
Mary Hallberg
Mandy Harkess
Angelyn Harper
Tanya Hartman
Cathie Hartmann
Carrie Hayes
Michele Held
Karen Hennen
Keri Heroux
Justin Heurung
Trina Hinnenkamp
Richard L. Holder
Jessica Hollenkamp
John Horn
Betsy Horsch
Angie Huseth
Sandi Inderrieden
John & Brianna Inkster
Pamela Jackson
Caroline Jacobs
Nicole Jacobson
Jan Jaskowiak
Jacki M. Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Shelly Kalthoff
Kaelynn Kampa
Sue Kampa
Donna M. Kamps
Mary Kampsen
Laura Karnik
Becky Kastanek
Stephanie Lindley Kasulis
Marie Katterhagen
Jessica Kaufman
Dee Keiser
Sandy Keller
Chris & Jamie Kipka
Marie Kirchner
Mary Klein
Tab Klimstra
Ron Klinkhammer
Bernice Klocker
Amy Klosowski
Lori Kloth
Scott & Michelle Kluge
Nancy Kneip
Brenda Kockler
Karla Koenig
Mary Jo Koenig
Viv Koerner, RN, CNOR
Jeff Konsor
Tami & Jason Koosmann
Pamela J. Kraker
Gert Krawczeski
Jennifer S. Krebsbach
Kevin Krenik
Jennifer Krepp
Carla A. Kroll
Barb Krona
Jolene Krsiean
Amy Krueger
Teresa Krueger
Janet Kruzel
David Kryzer
Jen Kuhlman, RN
Melissa Lahn
Judith Laudenbach
Wanda Leuty
Mona Libbesmeier
Debbie Linz
Melissa Lommel
Kerri Looman
Becky & Dan Lundgren
Steve Lungstrom
Heidi Lyrek
Mike & Kori Maas
Mary Macy
Jeff & Julie Magera
Sara Magwire
Mrs. Jessica Makarrall
Judie Manea
Heather Marcyes, RN
Philip & Mary Martin
Sue & Mike Martin
Nicholas Masterjohn
Darren & Peggy 
McClanahan
Sandra McColley-Wander
Michelle McDonald
“I am so proud of my hospital and
gave to the Employee Campaign so
we can continue to have health care
services available in our own town
for decades to come.”
Heather Marcyes, RN
CCHS - Long Prairie
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Lynette McGrath-Mansour
Yesenia Mejia
Neil Meyer
Jane & Doug Mick
Beth Miller
John & Mary Kay Miller
Teresa Mohs
Jenny Molitor
Linda Molitor
Jackie & Mark Molus
Deb Moritz
Angela Moscho
Betty Munsterteiger
Donna Nadeau
Erin Nash
Clara Nathe
Joanne Schleper Nei
Charlene L. Newman
Mollie R. Newman
Jeanine Nistler
Dan & Lori Norheim
Lori Notch
Carrie Oehrlein
Gordon & Suzanne Oettel
Florence Okokpujie
Michele Olmscheid
Carla Olson
Jo Ann Olson
Kurt Otto
Amanda Packert
Michelle Parson
Kristi Patterson
Lynn Pender
Cheryl Peters-Lewis
Carolyn Peterson
David & Amy Peterson
Owen & Marcia Peterson
Emily Piccerillo
Rachael A. Piere
Howard Pierskalla
Jacqueline Pooler
Bruce & Margie Poser
Sarah R.
Carol Rakow
Katherine Rausch
Bruce & Mary Ann Reischl
Susan J. Rengel
Bret Reuter
Pamela Richardt, RN
Sarah Richter
Jim & Janene Riedeman
Denise Riedemann
Candace M. Rolfes
Briana Ross
S. Susan Rudolph
Sara Ruegemer
Sharon Rueter
Carla Rust
Cynthia & Dave Sakariason
Kelly Sakry
Melanie Salveson
Cynthia Sandberg
Jodi Sanders
Nicholas Sanner
Joylena Saville
Heidi Savoini
Scott & Michelle Scepaniak
Pamela J. Scheel
Judy Scheleck
Ken & Mary Schimnich
Sarah Schindler
Nicole Schmidt
Linda Schmiesing
Pamela J. Schnettler
Paul Schoenberg
Lori Schroepfer
Katherine Schulz
David R. Schuster
Margo Schwinghammer
Tracey Scott
Jennifer Seifert
Rena Sespene-Hinz
Pamela C. Siewert
Joan G. Silbernick
Wayne & Linda Skajewski
Donna J. Slettom
Brandon Smith
Laura L. Smith
Joseph & Pamela Smoley
Kristine Smoley
Stacy Solomonson
Sandy & Dave Spoden
Joan Stock
Lori Stock
Jana Stone
Todd & Patty Stordahl
Craig & Carrie Stowell
Sandy Stuckey
Ann Summar, RN
Lorene Swenson
Carol Symalla
Corrine Szafranski
Tiffany Tangen
Allison M. Tetrault
Carol Theis
Robin & Dave Theis
Trish Theisen
Brian Thieman
Sandra Thomes
Ken & Jane Thorseth
Beth Thorsten
Megan Thorstenson
Robert & JoAnn Thueringer
Brad & Cathy Tieva
Jon D. Tufte
Brenda Turner
Kate VanBuskirk
Anne Marie Vannurden
Irene Vick
Diana Waddell
Barbara A. Wagner
David & Dena Walz
Karin Walz
Melissa Warner
Renee Warzecha
Marla Wegleitner
Heidi Weinand
Mary K. & Dave Weis
Rosemary Weiser
Taffany Welch
Joseph & Heidi Wendt
Michelle L. Wendt
Krisie Widvey
Denise Winter
Heather Wood
Krista Workman
Bridgette Worlie
Dawn M. Yilek
Emily Zempel
Gail Ziemer
Ann Zierden
Carol Ann & Dale Zika
Kara Zochert
Carla Zupko
69 Anonymous Patrons
FRIENDS 
Employees committed 
to other pay period gifts 
or cash gifts.
Pat Abfalter
Paul Abraham
Brenda Ackerman
Mona Ackerman
Craig Adamek
Cindy Ager
Rebecca Ahlbrecht
Sue Akre
Brian & Pennie Albers
Kelly Albertson
Sue Albrecht
Jean Albright
Rebecca Albright
Leah Aleshire
Jessica Allen-Johnson
Diane Althaus
Christi Alvord
Ben & Charmin Amundson
Bernice Anderson
Cindy L. Anderson
Holly A. Anderson
Howard & Connie Anderson
Joann Anderson
Judy Anderson
Jyl Anderson
Kathy & Ted Anderson
Loretta Anderson
Matt & Cindy Anderson
Michaela Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Venus Anderson
Lisa Anderson-Peck
Gary Anderst
Robin R. Anderst
Nancy & Craig Anson
Ken Apel
Anita Arceneau
Tracy Arduser
“I support the Employee 
Campaign because I’ve seen
firsthand how contributions have
achieved great things in Melrose
in the 38 years that I have
worked here. I want that 
to continue.”
Clara Nathe,
CCHS - Melrose
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Kelly Arnold
Melanie Ashfeld
Wendy Ashfeld
Jane Austing, RN
Ann Backes
Jacqueline Baker
Deb & Craig Bakken
Mary Bakken
Susan Baklarz
Cathy Bales
Cathy Barden
Lisa Barker
Debra Baron
Darla Barrett
Dot Bartell
Donna Bartels
Stacie Bartels
Pamela Barth
Jan Barthel, RN
Karen Barthel
Linda A. Barthelemy
Laurie Bartlett
Julie Bartos
Vicki Baston
Bryan & Elizabeth Bauck
Jennifer Bauer
LaRae Bauer
Vickie Baumann
Katrina Beack
Melinda Beard
Janet Bearden
Rachel Bearson
Richard A. Beastrom
Allan J. & Jean Beckel
Karla R. Becker
Mary Becker
Sarah Becker
William K. Becker
Ashley Bednar
Kristin R. Beehler
Joyce Belanger
Molly Bellefeuille
Robin Bellefeuille
Jesse Belschner
Amy Bemboom
Karen Benning
Ken Benning
Sue Benoit
Collette R. Berg
Crystal Berg
Dorothy Berg
Joan Berg
Melissa Bergquist
Lee & Patricia Bergstrom
Judy Berndtson
Brittany Berscheid
Angela Bertram
Denise Bethell
Michelle Bettin
Katie Bierschbach
Annette Binder
Jeanne Blackmore
Sally & Steve Blair
Heather Blais
Marilee Blais
Lynelle Blanchard
Christina Blattner
Patty Bloch
Barbara Blomker
Denise M. Blommel
Mary Lou Blonigen
Geri Boecker
Allan Boehmer
Brian Boehmer
Karen Boese
June Bohlig
Roxann Bohman
Chad Boline
Julie Bollin
Amy Bong
Lynn Borgert
Christine Borkenhagen
Alisha Borst
Jennifer Borstad
Julie Boser
Laura Boundy
Jon C. Bowar
Mary Bozzo
Juli Brackett
Robin Brady
Polly Brambrink
Dean Bramstedt
Kristin & Jeremy Brandt
Candace Braulick
Jodi Braun
Sarah Breidenbach
Linda Brenner
Jen Breth
Lori Brix
Sarah Brix
Nicole Broman, PT
Sheila Bromenschenkel
Crystal Brown
Tim Brown
Tristina Brown
Patti Bruggeman
Stacy Brzezinski
Angel Budde
Amanda Buerman
Cynthia “Cindy” Buhl
Mary & Tom Bukowski
Vicki Burg
Kim Burnett
Maryann & Andrew Burrows
Karen & Mike Burzette
Fe S. Buschmann
Carmen Butala
Deanna Butcher
Deb Byram
Audrey Cady
Deanna Cahill
Rachel Calvert, CCLS
Megan Cao
Dawn Captain
In Honor of Kathy Carity
Corinne Carlson
Katie & Ben Carlson
Sara J. Casper
Kelly Caspers
Henry Chapa
Renee Chapa
Melissa Chase
Marlene & Roger Chirhart
Angela Chmielewski
Linda & Joe Chmielewski
Michelle Christensen
Corazon Christian
Melissa Christinsen
Angela Clark
Edward E. Clemens
Pam Clemens
Emma Cluka
Lynnette Codden
Kevin Coe
Dr. Kelly & Craig Collins
Barb Cooney
Kim Cordie
Karen Cordier
Cindy Corey
Duane & Jessica Corrigan
Beverly Court
Keith Craft Family
Christine Crandall
Sandy Cremers
Catherine A. Cripe
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Croal
Cindy Croat
Sue Cummings
Bill & Bonnie Curtis
Denise Curtis
JoAnn Czech
Al & Gin Dahl
Peg Dahl
Holly Dammann
Mary Danaher
William C. Danell
Stephanie Danger
Sue Daniels
Joy Decker
Patty Decknatel
Jackie Defries
Sandy Dehn
Jeanne & Dave DelZoppo
Amanda Denny
Cindy Desmith
Joanne Deter
Debra Determan
Anne Deters
Curtis & Sara Devos
Deborah J. Devriendt
Craig Dewar
Sonia Dickrell
Lori Diederichs
Gabriel Diedrich
Susan Dierkhising
Jessica Dietl
Robert Dilley
Tracy Dilley Herdina
Fr. Meinrad Dindorf, OSB
Marie Dingmann
Vern & Joyce Dingmann
Kimberly Dodds-Thompson
Wanda Doering
Jackie Doll
Linda M. Donabauer
“I have worked at other hospitals
and have never experienced 
the team work and high quality
of patient care as I have at 
St. Cloud Hospital. Why
wouldn’t I give back to a place
that I am so proud to be a 
part of?”
Juli Brackett, RN 
St. Cloud Hospital
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Vicky Donnay
Tiffany Donnell
Charles & Jane Dooley
Kathryn Dooley
Michelle Dooley
Kim Dorholt
Natalie Dornbusch
Deborah Doub
Erin Douglass
Elizabeth M. Doyle
Miki Dreyer
Christina M. Drontle
Gerald Dungan
Patrick & Sharon Dunham
Jill M. Dupre’
Joe Dylla
Julia Dylla
Mel & Faye Dyson
Julianne Ebnet
Mavis Eckes
Sharon Eckhoff
Elaine Eckstrom
Lisa Edelbrock
Susan Egbers
Laura Eggert
Mary Eifert
Angela Eilers
Robyn Eischens
Shirley Eisenlohr
Brian & Ashley Eisenschenk
Janel Eisenschenk
Mary Eisenschenk
Joyce A. Eiynck
Lori Eiynck
Paula Elfering
Suzanne Elmes
Itoro Emmanuel
Sandy Engdahl
Janice Engebretson
Debra Engelman
Blythe Ericksen
Rachel Erickson
Barb Euteneuer
Laurie Evans
Mary Evans
Joanne Eveslage
Sarah Eveslage
Linda Faber
Nancy F. & Mike Fandel
Terry Farber
Al Faust
Patricia M. & Bob Faust
Kira Feia
Sandi Feldewerd
Rosie M. & Paul Feneis
Kelijo Fernholz
Lana Ferrario
Angella Ferris
Manuel Figallo
Mary Findlay
Kara Fink
Darla Finke
Gene Fischbach
Lynda Fish
Cody Fisher
Oksana Fitch
Ruth Fladmark
Cynthia A. Flatley
Marci Fleck
Denise & Bill Fleming
Katie Florek
Sandy Florek
Margo L. Flynn
Abby Foley
Deborah Folsom
Nancy Ford
Connie Fordyce
Yoshiko Foreman
Brenda Foster
Stephanie Francis
April Franklin, RN
Jean Franz
Debbie Free
Melissa Freese
Angie French
Kathy Frenn
Troy Frerich
Ann Frericks
Pamela Freudenrich
Jeanne & Paul Friebe
Kate Fritz
Lisa Froelich
Dean A. Frolek
Ken & Joy Fuchs
Pat Fuchs
Sharon & Keith Fuchs
Sheila A. Fuchs
Christen Funk
Shirley Funk
Ruth Gabbert
Julie Gaffaney
Stephanie Gall
Jeff & Lea Gallagher
Rosemary Galvin
Michelle Gamble
Amy M. Gamradt
Scott & Wendy Gangl
Mark J. Gartner
Heather & Jonathan Gartzke
Michelle Gebhardt
Ryan Gebhardt
Gwen & Earl Gehrke
Meg Gerads
Mary Ann Gerberding
Gessner Family
Judy Giffin
Gerry Gilbertson
Destiny Gilleland
Kristin Gjerset
Colleen Glenz
Mary Goebel
Bonnie Goedecke
Barbara & Brian Goenner
June Goff
Vikki Gore
Amy Gorecki
Trisha Gorecki
Raymond & Connie Goulet
Marlene Graham
Kurt Gramith
Grandparents
Janine Grasswick
Darla Gratke
Johanna Gravelle
Daniel Green
Tally & Timothy Gregor
Patty Gregory
Mary Gross
Stacy Groves
Sherry Gruber
Tamara Gruenes
Maria Grundman
Danielle Gulsvig
Diane Gustafson
Roxanne Gutknecht
Amber Guzman
Mary Habiger
Sandy Habiger
Dr. Christopher Hagen
Jennifer Hagen
Shannon Hagman
Cheryl Halaas-Greenwaldt
Holly Haley
Debra R. Hall
Michelle Hall
Peggy Hall
Roxane Hall
Kim Hallgren
Diane Halverson
Lynzie Halvorson
Kelly Hanisch
Laura Hanneman
Terri J. Hansen
Andrea Hanson
Lindsey Hanson
Diane Harms
LaNae Harms-Okins
Rosie Harren
Donna K. Harris
Heidi Harris, RN
Charles Harrison
Jackie Hauglund
Beth Hauser
Barbara Hayes
Linda Hazel
Barbara Hebert
Mary & Allen B. Heck
Cheryl Hedin
Judith Heeter
Susan Heidal-Schiltz
Rachel Heikkila
Kent G. Heise
Tricia Heitzman
Mary Ellen Held
M. Kim Hellier
Shelly Hemmesch
Laura Hemming
Debbie Henderson
Jodie Henderson
Kathryn Hendrickson
Ed & Bernadine Hennek
Amy S. Hennen
DeAnn Hennigs, RN
Kristine Hennix
Jessica Henrichs
Patty Henry
Anita Herold
Patricia Herold
Ann Hess
Peggy Hess-Johnson
Cindy J. Heurung
Jennifer Heyne
Susan B. Heysse
Peggy Hickman
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Pat Hieb
Angel Hight
C. Hilden
Dawn Hill
Jodi Hillmer
Kathy Hines
Alicia Hinnenkamp
Patsy Hinnenkamp
Erin Hjort
Tonya Hoaglan
Mark Hoelscher
Carol Hoffman
Sharon Hoffman
Karen Hoftyzer
Rachel Holewa
Lindsay Hollenkamp
Janet Holt
Jessica Hom
Brenda Hommerding
Joan Hommerding
Denise Honkomp
Laura Hoppe
Nancy Hoppe
Peggy Hopper
Mary Houtsma
Roxanne L. Hoye
Leon Huberty
Stacy Huls
Jen Humbert
Andrea L. Hylla
Justin & Kellie Irlbeck
Rena Irsfeld
Barbara Isaacson
Erin Jabs
Patty Jaclyn-Doty
Diane Jacobs
Jeff Jacobs
Dennis Jacobson
Susan Jager
Dani Jakubowski
Nancy James
Carleen Janey
Renee Jansky
John Janu
Jan Jaskowiak
Brian Jemming
Charles & Rosemary Jernberg
Carol & Gerry Johannes
Camille Johnsen
Barb Johnson
Beverly Johnson
Carol Johnson
Cathalene Johnson
Donna Johnson
Kelly A. Johnson
Laverne Johnson
Lori Johnson
Lowell & Kathy Johnson
Robin M. Johnson
Susan M. Johnson
Dionne Johnson-Schlangen
Laura Johnston
Connie Jonas
Brian & Tina Jones
Dennis Jones
Josie Judes
Jessica Jussila
Janet Kardell
Wara Karim
Wesley Karls
Kim Karsch
Keith & Sue Karsky
Melissa Kasella
Joyce Katke
Nicole Katke
Stella Katterhagen
Kristina Kedrowski
Sharon Keim
Amy Kemp
Renee Kemper
Sana Kennedy
Kristi Kenney
Lisa Kickhafer
Kayla M. Kieffer
Karen Kierzek
Elaine Kiffmeyer
Marvin Kiffmeyer
Todd & Lisa Kilgard
Jennifer Kime
Jessica King
Lisa Kirchner
Sonja Kirk
Naomi Kiscaden
Brenda Kissinger
Jessica Klaphake
Kathy Klaustermeier
Debra R. Klaverkamp
Bridget & Michael Klein
Jackie Klein
Linda & Larry Klein
Patricia Kleinart
Bob Klick
Jennifer Klick
Charlene Klimek
Lori Klinkhammer
Kimberly Kloss
April Klug
Kari Kluver
Dorothy Knapper
Paul Knutson
Leslie Kockelman
Holly Kockler
Melissa Kockler
Andrea Kollman
Brenda Konietzko
Dave Kopp
Kimberly Korneck
Nancy Kostreba
Stacey Kotek
Lesley Kowitz
Sara M. Kraemer
Jamie Kral
Tara Kranz
Terri Krause
Lois Krick
Kristi Kroeker
Karla Kroll
Susan Kroll
Tracy Krueger
Debby Kruger
Denell Kruse
Trisha Kubasek
Marge Kuechle
Stacy Kuechle
Gwen Kunkel
Lori Kurowski
Jennifer Labelle
Laura Laho
Gary Lahr
Jill Lahr
Katie Lahr
Deborah Lahr Perkins
Ryan & Jennifer Lamberg
Amber Lambertson
Janet Lammersen-Sheets
Karen M. Lange
Linda Langer
Pat Langer
William & Helen Langford
Peggy Laraway
Michelle Larson
Rachel Larson
Sharon Lee Larson
Karen Lashinski
Samantha Lashinski
Arlene A. Laudenbach
Stephanie Laudenbach
Susan Laudenbach
Val Lauermann
Arloene Lavine
Deb Lawrence
Kristine Lawrence
Colleen Layne
Karen Legg
Colleen Leininger
Tiffany Lemieur
Bylan Lemke
Mary Jo Lemke
Nadine Lemke
Dawn Lenarz
Lois Lenzmeier
Nita Lerdahl
Rachael Lesch
Jill Libbesmeier
Ellen Licciardi
Mary Ann Lidberg
Julie Lieberg
Doris Lieser
Noelle Lieser-Chaudhary
Brenda Liestman
Derek T. Lilleberg
Jodi Lillemoen
Sara Lindbloom
Jolene Linkert
Denise Lipinski
Colleen M. Lisson
Lori Listug-Lunde
Laura Loberg
Carol J. Loch
Natalie Loch
Brenda Lochen
Sheri Lochner
Janelle M. Loehlein
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John Rammel
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Wanda Rathbun
Diane G. Rau
Samantha Rausch
Linda Reberg
Jill M. Reck
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Stacey Salzer
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Mary Sand
Merci Sand
Tamara Sankey
Robin Sass
Janet Sather
Catherine Sauer
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Nancy Schempp
Dianne Schendzielos
Bob & Betty Schenk
Karen Scherer
Patricia Scherping
Lynn Schiller
Jody Schirmers
Jerome J. Schlabsz
Tim Schlangen
Gail Schlauderaff
Ruth Schleper
Susan Schleper
Mary Schlichting
Eric Schloe
Tammy Schlumpberger
Robert Schmainda
Casey Schmidt
Cynthia Schmidt
Laurie Schmidt
Melissa Schmidt
Evonne Schmidtbauer
Lyle & Kim Schmidtbauer
Amy Schmit
Arnold & Sandra Schmit
Kathy Schmit
Lois Schmitt
Mary E. Schmitt
Nancy K. Schmitt
Patty Schmitz
Alice Schneider
Annette Schneider
Jodi Schneider
Naomi Schneider
Pat Schneider
Paul & Shirley Schnobrich
Ruth Schofield
Carol Agatha Schott
Jennifer Schreifels
Jolaine Schreifels
Ruth A. Schroeder
Lisa Schuett
LouAnn Schuller
Deb Schultz
Kathryn A. Schultz
Mary Schultz
Sarah Schultz
Taryn Schultz
Nichole Schulzetenberg
Ivan Schumann
Kathleen Schwanke
Diane Schwegman
Ali Schwinghammer
Connie Schwinghammer
Mark Schwinghammer
Marlene Schwinghammer
Mary E. Scott
Diane Seegers
Geralynn Segelstrom
Sandra M. Selander
Jodi Sengkeothanolith
Joni Serena
Michelle Shaw
Shirley Shaw
Robert Shea
Sarah Shutter
Mike & Cathy Sigler
Pam Silbernick
Patricia A. Simonsmeier
Ellen Simonson
Diane Sinell
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Karolyn Skudlarek
Kathlyn Smekofske
Janice Smith
Nicole Solarz
Lisa Soltis
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Shelby Sorenson
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Sherri Spanier
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Natalie Spencer
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